ABSTRACT The explosive increase in deep learning (DL) deployment has led GPU power usage to become a major factor in operational cost of modern HPC clusters. The complex mixture of DL processing, fluctuated renewable generation, and dynamic electricity price impedes the elaborate GPU power control, so as to lead an undesirable cost. However, most previous studies have been concerned only with the design of power management method using DL, and have not care about the cost caused by GPU power consumption for DL processing itself. This paper, as the opposite direction of these trends, proposes a real-time power controller called DeepPow-CTR for cost efficient DL processing in GPU based clusters. We design the GPU frequency scaling algorithm based on model predictive control (MPC), to delicately tune the DL power consumption in response to dynamic renewable generation and electricity price. At the same time, we avoid the unacceptable DL performance degradation by regulating memory-access / feed-forward / back-propagation (MFB) time per each minibatch data in deep neural network (DNN) model training. To solve the designed nonlinear MPC problem rapidly and accurately, we apply the damped Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) based sequential quadratic programming (SQP) method to our DeepPow-CTR. Our experimental results on lab-scale testbed using real trace data of renewable generation and electricity price, demonstrate that the proposed DeepPow-CTR has superiority and practicality in terms of DL processing power cost and performance, compared to existing methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Deep learning (DL) method which is a ''representation learning'', has emerged as a novel and powerful heuristic for solving complex problems in various industrial fields [1] - [3] . Based on a large sample dataset, the non-polynomial regression approach of the DL method is able to derive the suprising accuracy level for a learning model by scaling up the magnitude of network hidden layers. For the processing of complex applications such as image processing, product recommendation systems, big data analysis and natural language processing, the DL method outperforms existing machine learning techniques such as support vector machine (SVM) and k-nearest neighbors (KNN) [4] , [5] . Beyond the conventional purposes, the DL paradigm has been rapidly extended to proposed the deep reinforcement learning method to solve the cooling optimization problem for data centers so as to minimize the energy cost. Their proposed method optimizes the temperatue flow management, in response to various environmental states. Although all above approaches are superior to conventional ones in performance however, we found the critical problem that they did not consider the significant power cost caused by DL processing itself.
The GPU worker based computing clusters which are commonly used for DL processing, have brought the non-negligible power consumption [19] , [20] . Table 1 shows the history of NVIDIA GPU architecture evolution with respect to a processing capability and a thermal design power (TDP) [21] . Even though the ratio of flops-to-power in GPU has been improved steadily, the absolute amount of the GPU power consumption is still very high (> 200W). Table 2 shows the power consumption of NVIDIA DGX-1 cluster [22] for DL processing according to the number of assigned GPU workers and running DL applications [15] . Both the AlexNet and GoogleNet model training require the considerable power consumption level (>1200W), and the power consumption even for small scale DL processing (CifarNet/CIFAR-10) with 8-GPUs is still high (450W).
At cluster level, besides GPUs, there are two other major factors that affect the power consumption cost of DL processing: electricity price and renewable power capacity. They may change in response to power demands and weather conditions. In order to achieve power cost efficient DL processing, we need to adaptively adjust the GPU power consumption in response to states of electricity price and renewable generation. For instance, during hours when electricity price is high and renewable power capacity is low, even at cost of slight DL performance degradation, we should temporarily lower the power supply for GPUs so as to avoid unacceptable power consumption cost rising. Consequently, we need the elaborate and adaptive GPU power control method which suitably balances DL power consumption and performance, given dynamic electricity price and renewable generation. This paper proposes a real-time GPU power controller called DeepPow-CTR which achieves the cost efficient balancing of DL processing power and performance based on cluster owner-specified trade-off. The DeepPow-CTR tunes the DL processing performance by regulating memory-access / feed-forward / back-propagation (MFB) time per each minibatch data in deep neural network (DNN) model training. To do this, in the DeepPow-CTR, we design the GPU core/memory frequency scaling algorithm, based on the nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC) formulation which is suitable for constrained control problems [23] .
In order to solve the NMPC formulation rapidly and accurately, we apply the damped Broyden-Fletcher-GoldfarbShanno (BFGS) based sequential quadratic programming (SQP) method with the exact penalty merit function to our DeepPow-CTR [24] , [25] . Compared to other candidates such as sequential linearization programming (SLP) and meta-heuristics (e.g., Genetic Algorithm, Simulated Annealing, and Greedy Algorithm), the SQP method shows the superior convergence speed for finding optimal solutions of complex nonlinear problems. Through the integration of GPU frequency scaling algorithm and the SQP method for NMPC optimization in our DeepPow-CTR, we easily achieve the real-time GPU power control for cost efficient DL processing.
For experiments, we tested the training of multiple DNN models such as ResNet [26] , VGGNet [27] , and GoogleNet [28] . We used image datasets such as MNIST [29] , CIFAR-10 [30] , and ImageNet [31] , [32] . We deployed 8 workers containing NVIDIA Pascal architecture (GTX1060/1080) [21] based GPU devices for our lab-scale testbed. To verify the practicality of the DeepPow-CTR, we reflected the real trace data of electricity price (retrieved from Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) [33] ) and renewable generation (retrieved from U.S. Measurement and Instrumentation Data Center (MIDC) [34] ) to the experiments. The DeepPow-CTR reduces 15% economic operational cost on average, compared to existing cluster power control approaches.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION A. MINIBATCH BASED SGD CALCULATION TIME MODEL
The purpose of DNN training is to establish the network model function that best reflects the real-world based on sample input dataset. Due to the learning convergence rate and the limited GPU memory size, the DNN training is generally performed by using the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) method [35] . In the SGD method, the entire raw dataset is divided into multiple sub-datasets called minibatch, and the DNN model parameters are calculated and updated in minibatches. The atomic procedures of the SGD method can be described as follows.
• minibatch upload: The arbitrary minibatch data is selected from the raw dataset in the storage by the pre-defined SGD policy. It is uploaded to the GPU memory. The GPU memory controller manages the transfer interactions between the main memory and the GPU memory [36] .
• feed-forward: On the GPU streaming multiprocessors (SMs), the product of matrix (network model parameters) / vector (layer output) is calculated along DNN hidden layers. The final (output) layer extracts the estimated features per each sample input data.
• back-propagation: On the GPU streaming multiprocessors (SMs), based on the estimation error by the pre-defined loss function, the incremental values of network model parameters are calculated backward along DNN layers. This is performed by the chain rule based gradient search. In general, the back-propagation processing time is longer than the feed-forward one.
• gradient transfer: The incremental values of network model parameters are transfered from the GPU memory to the main memory. Same to 'minibatch upload', the GPU memory controller is responsible for this work.
• communication:
The incremental values of network model parameters are moved from the GPU worker(s) to the parameter server (PS). The PS sends the updated network model parameters to GPU worker(s). If the GPU worker(s) and the PS reside in the same machine, then we can neglect the associated communication overhead. We consider that a training iteration is completed when the above five procedures for a minibatch are finished. Once all the training iterations for the entire raw dataset are completed, then a training epoch is considered to be finished. The DNN training usually requires multiple training epochs to achieve the acceptable estimation accuracy. Fig 1 shows these flows of the DNN training using the SGD method. Based on the concept of training iteration and epoch, the DL processing time can be defined as follows.
where t tot and t iter represent the total training time and the training iteration time, respectively. t up , t fw , t bp , t tr , and t comm represent the completion time for minibatch upload, feedforward, back-propagation, gradient transfer, and communication, respectively. t MFB represents the MFB time which is the training iteration time except the communication time. ds, mb, and ep represent the number of entire sample input data, the minibatch size, and the number of epochs, respectively. The term ds mb denotes the number of training iterations. Note that the length of t fw and t bp depends on the computing speed of GPU SMs, while the one of t up and t tr depends on the access rate of the GPU memory controller. Therefore, the GPU core frequency scaling enables tuning for t fw and t bp , while the GPU memory frequency scaling enables tuning for t up and t tr . In above Eq (1), t iter can be regarded as the representative factor for the totral DNN training time since ds, mb, and ep are fixed during entire DL processing. In addition, for simplicity, we only focus on the case of DL processing in the single GPU worker (that is, we do not consider the complex parallel DL processing in this paper). In this case, the communication time can be assumed to be zero (t comm ≈ 0) since the GPU worker and PS reside in the same machine.
B. MAPPING OF GPU FREQUENCY VALUES TO DEEP LEARNING PROCESSING POWER AND PERFORMANCE
We now present the statistical model functions to map the GPU frequency values to DL processing power and performance. Let l up (cycles) and l tr (cycles) denote the workload amount of associated GPU memory events for minibatch upload and gradient transfer, repectively. Let l fw (cycles) and l bp (cycles) denote the workload amount of associated GPU core events for procedures of feed-forward and backpropagation, repectively. Then, according to [37] , a DL core time t core and a DL memory time t mem can be defined as follows.
where f c (cycles/sec) and f m (cycles/sec) denote the GPU core and memory frequency values, respectively. t core,0 and t mem,0 denote the time constant for GPU core events and one for memory events, respectively. κ core and κ mem denote the associated time model coefficient for GPU core events and one for memory events, respectively. Based on Eq (3) VOLUME 7, 2019 and Eq (4), the MFB time in Eq (2) can be reformulated as follows.
The DL processing power consumption is also determined based on GPU frequency values. According to [38] and Eq (2), the DL processing power consumption p can be defined as follows.
where p 0 denotes the power constant. ξ core and ξ mem denote the associated power model coefficient for GPU core events and one for memory events, respectively. v denotes the GPU core voltage value. According to [39] , v is linearly proportional to the core frequency value f c , therefore v = h × f c where h is a positive coefficient. Then, from Eq (6), we reformulate the DL processing power consumption as follows.
In practice, we can choose one among two regression based methods to statistically derive t MFB and p; GPU kernel profiling based estimation [40] , and processing output based estimation [38] . In the former approach, we establish the relationship between the dependant variables (power and execution time of GPU kernels) and the independant variables (performance counter of GPU kernels) via the benchmark profiling. In this approach, we estimate the DL processing power and performance by using the information of associated GPU kernel instructions. This approach does not require indiviual offline profiling for each DL application, but is usually impractical because it requires analyzing the entire kernel information of each DL source code. In the latter approach, by execution of DL applications over pre-defined GPU frequency pair sets, we derive the proper statistical model parameters for each DL applications. Although this approach causes the offline profiling overheads, we adopt it since it does not need to figure out the structure of DL source codes.
Note that Eq (5) and Eq (7) are non-linear functions. Therefore, according to [41] , we use the following non-linear regression form to construct the models.
where Z , β, ϕ, and denote the model output, the statistical model parameter, associated non-linear term and error value, respectively. For Eq (5),
= f m and ϕ (2) = (f c ) 3 . By resolving Eq (8), we easily construct GPU frequency based DL power and performance models.
C. POWER COST MODEL FOR DEEP LEARNING WITH RENEWABLE GENERATION
Modern HPC clusters (or data centers) are supplied with power from both the utility grid and on-site renewable generators [42] - [44] . In this case, the cluster owner purchases electricity from the utility grid up to the amount of shortfall in power capacity when the renewable generation does not meet the power capacity requirement. In particular, we consider two major power sources for renewable generation: solar (or Photovoltaic) and wind power. The amount of solar power depends on solar radiation and outside air temperature (OAT) while the one of wind power depends on the wind speed [45] - [47] . Obviously, the power capacity from renewable generation might be changed depending on time of day due to intermittency and fluctuation of weather condition. Meanwhile, the electricity price of the utility grid dynamically changes corresponding to the electricity market condition [48] . These facts indicate that the cost efficient setting of GPU frequency values might be continously chanaged corresponding to renewable power capacity and electricity price.
1) RENEWABLE GENERATION MODEL
At time h, the solar power capacity sp h , the wind power capacity wp h , and the associated total renewable generation rg h can be defined as follows. 
For details about Eqs (9) - (11), see [45] . The time dependant variables such as solar radiation sr h , outside air temperature oat h , and wind speed ws h can be predicted by using various prediction algorithms [49] . For simplicity, we assume that each renewable generation rg h can be accurately predicted for all time steps h = 1, . . ., by using the prediction algorithm.
2) POWER COST MODEL FOR DEEP LEARNING
We assume that the marginal cost for the renewable generation is zero. In this case, if the renewable generation meets the power capacity requirement for DL processing in cluster, then the cluster owner does not need to pay any electricity bill. Now, let I and p i h denote the number of GPU workers and the power consumption of the i-th GPU worker at time h. Based on Eq (7) and Eq (9), we present the power cost model for DL processing as follows.
where θ h represents the electricity price at time h. The shortage of required power capacity beyond the renewable generation might be converted to the power cost for DL processing. Intuitively, it is desired to elevate the GPU frequency values up given high renewable generation and low electricity price, while it is desired to lower the one under the opposite case.
To do this, we present our power controller for DL processing, DeepPow-CTR in next subsection.
D. NONLINEAR MPC FORMULATION FOR COST EFFICIENT DL PROCESSING IN CLUSTER
The objective of the DeepPow-CTR is to find the real-time optimal GPU frequency setting for cost-efficient DL processing, in response to the renewable generation and electricity price. Fig 2 shows the detailed structure of our DeepPow-CTR. Note that the DeepPow-CTR should minimize the degradation of DL processing performance while minimizing the associated power cost for DL. Therefore, the target of the control algorithm is naturally converted to accomplishment of the cluster owner-defined trade-off between the DL power consumption and processing performance. In addition, for practicality of the DeepPow-CTR, we also consider the limited power budgeting constraint [50] . To achieve a real-time elaborate power control, we adopt the model predictive control (MPC) approach which is suitable for constraint-driven complex control problems [23] . Let 
subject to Eq (12) and
Here, V : R 2I ·H → R is the integrated cost function of DL power consumption cost, DL performance loss cost, and the GPU frequency control cost. The positive constants The constraints (13b) and (13c) enforce the available GPU frequency range which is dedicated to each GPU worker. The constraint (13d) assigns the limited power budget to the cluster for maintenance safety, where pb h is the determined power budget for time h.
In order to facillitate the resolving of the Problem 1, we need to remove if-otherwise term in Eq (12) . To do this, we add the artificial trajectoryz = (z 1 , . . . , z H ) ∈ R H to the problem. Then, we reformulate the Problem 1 as follows.
Problem 2 (DL power consumption control problem withz):
subject to constraints (13b), (13c), (13d) and
Obviously, the optimal solution and the associated function value of the Problem II-D are equivalent to ones of the Problem 1. Note that the Problem II-D is the nonlinear MPC problem due to Eq (14a) and constraint (14b). Therefore, to solve the Problem II-D, we use the sequential quadratic programming (SQP) method that is suitable for optimization problems involving nonlinear functions. In next section, we present the detail of the SQP method used to get the optimal solution of the Problem II-D.
III. BFGS BASED SQP METHOD FOR DL POWER CONTROL PROBLEM
The SQP method adopts an iterative searching procedure which approximates the original problem by using quadratic programming (QP) at each iterate step [24] . This method, based on the second-order Taylor series, uses the Newton/Gauss-Newton approach to search the approximated optimal solution sequence. In order to construct QP sub-problems for Problem II-D, we prepare the following ingredients.
• Current GPU frequency vector (f
. This vector is used for the second term in Eq (14a).
• Initial GPU frequency trajectoryf (k=0) and initial artifical trajectoryz (k=0) where k is the SQP iterate step. Note that we easily ensure the existence of feasible solutions by following setting,
where θ max and p i max denote the possible maximum electricity price, and the possible maximum power consumption (with f i,c max and f i,m max ) of the i-th GPU worker, respectively. This settings always comply with constraints (13d), (14b), and (14c) if the cluster owner has the sufficient power budget.
• Gradient vector of cost function ∇˜f ,zV . This is a first-order Taylor series term used for a QP sub-problem.
• Hessian matrix of Lagrangian function L for
L which is a second-order Taylor series term for a QP sub-problem. This is used to capture whether the solution satisfies the sufficient conditions of the optimality or not.
• Gradient vector of constraints (13b), (13c), (13d), (14b) and (14c), ∇˜f ,z C. The linearization for constraints enable using the simplex method for optimization of the QP sub-problem. Let λ ∈ R (4I +3)H denote the Lagrangian multiplier for constraints (13b), (13c), (13d), (14b) and (14c). Then we formulate the associated Lagrangian function L :
where
Based on Eqs (18) - (24), we formulate the QP sub-problem of the SQP method at the iterate step k as follows.
Problem 3 (QP Sub-Problem of SQP Method at Step k):
is the optimal direction at iterate step k, and B(f (k) 
is the Hessian matrix of L at step k. The Eq (25b) is the local affine approximation of constraint C(f (k) ,z (k) ). Obviously, C min (f (k) ), C max (f (k) ), and C posi (z (k) ) are originally linear constraints, therefore their first-order Taylor approximations are equivalent to themselves.
We can use well-known QP solving methods such as active-set method, interior point method, and augmented method [25] in order to resolve above QP sub-problem. The optimal solution d (k) at step k, can be used as a direction to get the next iterate solution (f (k+1) ,z (k+1) ) and the next Lagrange multiplier λ (k+1) . The updating of iterate solution is defined as follows.
where α (k) ∈ (0, 1] denotes the step length for updating solutions, and γ (k) denotes the optimal Lagrangian multiplier for QP sub-problem at step k. In order to find the appropriate α (k) , we adopt the exact l 1 (absolute value) penalty function as follows [24] , [51] .
Here, µ (k) > λ (k) ∞ represents the penalty parameter at step k. Due to the non-smoothness of Eq (28), we use the directional derivative D d (φ(f (k) ,z (k) )) in the direction d which is defined as follows.
Proposition 1: We assume that pb
Proof: By assumption, we have at least one feasible solution based on Eqs (15) - (17) . Since β (1) and β (2) in Eq (8) are always non-zero constants ( = 0), there is no zero row vector in ∇C. All of the row vectors are linearly independant since the each input variable (all of GPU frequency values and z 1 , . . . , z H ) is determined individually. Therefore, ∇C has full row rank and then, we derive Eq (31) by using the [24] .
The directional derivative
) is used to get the proper α (k) based on the backtracking line search method with Armijo condition [25] . This procedure is shown in Algorithm 1.
Note that it is generally not easy to directly calculate
f,z L due to the computation complexity and the non-positive definiteness [52] . Instead, we track the approximated Hessian of L by using quasi-Newton approach. Based on damped Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) [24] , we derive B 
Note that B (k+1) is positive definite matrix if B (k) is positive definite one [25] . Therefore, we set the initial approximated Hessian matrix as B In Algorithm 1, we describe the detailed procedures of GPU power control for DL processing via the BFGS based SQP method. As the output of the Algorithm, the control action derived from the optimal GPU frequency trajectoryf * is applied to next MPC time step. In line 01, we define the constants η, τ for back-tracking line search. In line 02, the we set the initial QP sub-function value by using the original cost function valueV with the initial solution. In lines 03 -17, by using the iterative SQP method, we approach to the approximated optimal GPU frequency trajectory. In line 04, we find the searching direction d (k) at step k by solving Problem II-D. In lines 05 -06, we return the derived GPU frequency trajectory if the SQP searching step count reaches the limit (k max ) or the associated optimality is at a target level (δ). In line 08, we set the proper penalty parameter based on the norm of Lagrangian multiplier. In lines 11 -14, we find the proper step length used to update the next iterate solution. In lines 15 -16, we get the next iterate solution, the next Lagrangian multiplier, and the next approximated Hessian matrix.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we investigate the power cost efficiency for DL processing by using the proposed control algorithm through experiments based on the testbed.
A. TESTBED SPECIFICATION
For the testbed establishment, we deploy 8 heterogeneous GPU workers and the DeepPow-CTR. Table 3 presents the detailed specification of associated servers. Each GPU worker contains single GPU chipset based on NVIDIA Pascal architectures (Geforce series, GTX1060/GTX1080) which are frequency scaling capable. We use the official tool, nvidia-smi in order to monitor the GPU status (e.g., current frequency values, power usage, and utilization) of workers in real-time [53] . However, nvidia-smi is not available for frequency scaling of our GPU workers since its automatic boost management invalidates the manual freqeuncy setting. Instead, we use the third-party software, nvidia-inspector to adjust the GPU core/memory frequency values in the fine-grained manner [54] . The available range of GPU frequency values depends on the GPU chipset type. For GTX1060(6GB), the available (core/memory) frequency range is defined by (580 − 1850Mhz, 2850 − 4400Mhz). For GTX1080 (8GB), the available one is defined by (580 − 1950Mhz, 3515 − 5414Mhz) . Each GPU worker has our implemented Java [55] based background monitoring agent which iteratively retrieves the GPU status via the nvidia-smi and reports the associated data to the DeepPow-CTR. They also contain our implemented frequency modulating agent which iteratively adjusts the GPU core/memory frequency values via the nvidia-inspector, in response to the control messages from the DeepPow-CTR. The DeepPow-CTR contains our implemented SQP optimizer which iteratively determines the best GPU frequency setting for the testbed. It also iteratively runs the nonlinear regression solver to resolve Eq (8) for the construction of DL processing power and performance model.
B. DEEP LEARNING APPLICATION SPECIFICATION
For evaluation, we train three DNN models; Resnet-152 [26] , VGG-19net [27] , and Inception-V3 [28] . As sample input dataset, we test MNIST [29] , CIFAR-10 [30] and Imagenet [31] , [32] . Contrary to MNIST(60MB) and CIFAR-10(300MB), Imagenet contains large-scale image dataset (over 1M raw images(>50GB)). GPU workers 1-3 run Resnet with Imagenet (minibatch size = 16), 4-6 run VGG-19net with CIFAR-10 (minibatch size = 32), and 7-8 run Inception-V3 with MNIST (minibatch size = 32). We run the DL applications by using the framework CNTK [56] . To report the MFB time to the DeepPow-CTR, we deploy our implemented Java based DL monitoring agents for each running DL application. The agents parse the DNN model training output through Windows Powershell scripts [57] , and send the parsing data to the DeepPow-CTR.
C. RENEWABLE GENERATION AND ELECTRICITY PRICE
We present two scenraios of renewable generation and electricity price; scenario 1 for summer season and 2 for winter season. The scenario graphs are shown in Fig.3 and 4 .
For electricity price trajectory, we use the real trace data of New York independent system operator (NYISO) electricity market retrieved from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) [33] . We consider the data of three generators in NYISO; West babylon IC, Syracuse power, and Beacon LESR . Fig 3(a)-3(b) show the associated trajectory data. Note that the locational based marginal price (LBMP) varies according to the geo-location and the time of day. For example, the LBMP in 'Syracuse power' in Fig 4(b) goes down to 13$/MWh (lowest point) at hours 30 while one in 'Beacon LESR' keeps constant 35$/MWh (steady point) at the same time of day.
For renewable generation trajectory, we use the real trace data retrieved from the Measurement and Instrumentation Data Center (MIDC) [34] . In order to calculate solar and wind power capacity, we use the raw data of solar radiation, outside air temperature (OAT), and wind speed in three geolocations; Natural Energy Laboratory of Hawaii Authority (NELHA), NREL National Wind Technology Center M2, and Oak Ridge National Labotary . Fig 3(d) -3(f) show the solar and wind power trajectory at each region. Similar to the case of electricity price, the amount of renewable generation is different according to location and time. In order to apply VOLUME 7, 2019 the trace data to the scale of our testbed, we scale down the unit size of the data (e.g., we multiply the power capacity of renewable generation by 0.001, kW → W ). Fig 5 shows the integrated experimental results for scenario 1 (of Fig 3(a) , summer season). We assume that the MPC closed-loop step starts at second day (hour 24) for each scenario. We simply set the experimental parameters as
D. CLOSED-LOOP COST PERFORMANCE OF PROPOSED DEEPPOW-CTR
= 0.00001 ∀i (cent), pb h = 1000 ∀h (W), and H = 10. Fig 5(a) -5(c) show the GPU core frequency values of 8 GPU workers, in response to the electricity price and renewable generation of Fig 3. Obviously, the proposed DeepPow-CTR properly controls the GPU frequency values of GPU workers in cost-efficient manner. For example, in Fig 5(a) , the DeepPow-CTR increases GPU core frequency values of all the workers during 11:00-15:00. This is because that the renewable power capacity is high (solar power: ≈ 1050kW , wind power: ≈ 200kW ) at NELHA during hours [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . On the other hand, the DeepPow-CTR drops the GPU frequency values during 17:00 -23:00. This is because that the amount of renewable generation is zero during that time interval. Fig 5( time cost) of 8 GPU workers, by GPU frequency scaling of the DeepPow-CTR. These results are consistent with Fig.5(a) -5(c) . In Fig.5(g) , we achieve the smallest MTB time cost at hour 16:00, since the associated GPU frequency values reach the highest level. Nevertheless, the associated DL power cost is not high during the same time, due to the low electricity price and the high renewable power capacity. The results in Fig 5(h) and 5(i) also show the trends similar to Fig 5(g). Fig 5(j) -5(l) show the cost comparison of the proposed DeepPow-CTR and the baseline apporach which pins up the GPU frequency value based on a constant σ . In the baseline approach, GPU frequency values are determined by σ as follows:
Obviously, as σ increases, the GPU frequency values also increase. Note that we cannot find the universal constant σ which derives the optimal cost for all cases in Fig 5(j)-5(l) . The proposed DeepPow-CTR outperforms the baseline approach no matter the value of σ for all cases. This is because the baseline approach is not able to react adaptively to the dynamic electricity price and renewable generation. Interestingly, the GPU memory frequency values scarecly changes over the hours as shown in Fig 5(d) -5(f) . This is because that the GPU memory frequency does not have significant effect on the DL processing performance (note that just in our experiments). Note that the computational load for DL processing heavily depends on the capacity GPU SMs, therefore the GPU core frequency scaling is more critical for DL processing performance than the memory one (note that just in our experiments). Fig 6 shows the integrated experimental results for scenario 2 (of Fig 4(a) , winter season). Compared to Fig 5,  in scenario 2, the electricity price is expensive and renewable power capacity is low. In Fig 6(a) , the DeepPow-CTR maintains lower GPU frequency values for all GPU workers over the entire hours than ones in scenario 1. Fig 6(g) -6 (i) show the derived DL processing power cost and the MTB time cost by GPU frequency scaling of the DeepPow-CTR given scenario 2. Consistent with Fig 4, all the associated DL processing power cost and the MTB time cost are high. However, the proposed DeepPow-CTR derives the control action which still achieves the high cost efficiency and the timely feedback. Fig 6(j) -6(l) show the cost comparison of the DeepPow-CTR and the baseline apporach in scenario 2. Similar to Fig 5, the DeepPow-CTR achieves the best cost efficiency for all cases.
Subsequently, we compare the proposed DeepPow-CTR to the conventional one; maximum possible performance (MPP) based MPC approach [50] . Note that the MPP approach is originally designed for CPU power control in clusters, therefore we reformulate the cost function in [50] as follows.
where p ref and t i max denote the power reference point and the allowable maximum MTB time (i.e., worst DL performance) of the i-th GPU worker, respectively. Although this approach is simple and ensures the acceptable DL performance however, it still does not consider the electricity price and renewable power capacity so as to cause the operational cost inefficiency for DL processing. Fig 7 compares the average cost of the proposed DeepPow-CTR, baseline approach, and the modified MPP approach based on Eq (37) . Note that the DeepPow-CTR outperforms the MPP approach in both scenario 1 and 2. This is because that the MPP approach does not decrease (raise) the GPU frequency values when the renewable power capcity is low and electricity price is high (the renewable power capcity is high and electricity price is low). Overall, the proposed DeepPow-CTR improves the operational cost efficiency on average 15% compared to others. The experimental results demonstrate that our algorithm has the adaptivity in electricity market condition and renewable generation, and achieves the cost efficient power control for DL processing.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, to achieve the cost efficient DL processing, we proposed the GPU frequency scaling based real-time power controller called DeepPow-CTR. We define the completion time of memory-access / feed-forward / back-propagation (MFB) for each training iteration as DL performance metric. Our sequential quadratic programming (SQP) based nonlinear model predictive control (MPC) formulation is able to achieve the proper balancing of DL processing power and performance, in response to electricity price and renewable generation. To show the practicality of the DeepPow-CTR, we used the real trace data retrieved from the Measurement and Instrumentation Data Center (MIDC) and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). We tested the training of well-known deep neural network (DNN) models such as Resnet, VGGnet, and Inception, with datasets such as MNIST, CIFAR-10, and Imagenet. The experimental results on lab-scale testbed consisting of multiple NVIDIA GPU workers (GTX1060/1080), demonstrate that our proposed DeepPow-CTR reduces the operational cost for DL processing about 15% compared to existing cluster power control approaches. 
